NSF funding of Bridge to the Doctorate activities in the California State University-Louis Stokes Alliance has enabled the California State University to provide a highly successful Master’s level "bridge" to broadening participation in STEM at the doctoral level. To date, CSU-LSAMP has supported 90 BD-Fellows in Master’s level study and we anticipate that 75-80% of these students will be successful in completing STEM doctoral study at Research I (RU/VH) Institutions. California State University, Northridge serves as the site for the 2009-2011 BD-VII Cohort activities.

CSU-LSAMP Bridge to the Doctorate VII
California State University, Northridge
Academic Year 2009-2010

Cesar Ascencio
B.S., Electrical Engineering
California State University, Northridge
Current: Physics
Career Goal: PhD—Faculty

Jesse Benavides
B.S., Mathematics
California State University, Northridge
Current: Mathematics
Career Goal: PhD—Faculty

Danielle Casillas
B.S., Chemical Engineering
California Polytechnic State University, Pomona
Current: Materials Science Engineering
Career Goal: PhD—Faculty

Sonia Chauhan
B.S., Mathematics
California Polytechnic State University, Pomona
Current: Mathematics
Career Goal: PhD—Faculty

Martha Dawiczky
B.S., Mathematics
California State University, Northridge
Current: Mathematics
Career Goal: PhD—Research

Chad Griffith
B.S., Mathematics
Sonoma State University
Current: Mathematics
Career Goal: PhD—Research

Christopher Gutierrez
B.S., Computer Science
California State University, Bakersfield
Current: Computer Science
Career Goal: PhD—Faculty

Melissa Nunley
B.S., Geology
California State University, Fullerton
Current: Geology
Career Goal: PhD—Faculty

Kevin Raines-Martinez
B.S., Physics
University of California, Los Angeles
Current: Physics
Career Goal: PhD—Research

Cristo Ramirez
B.S., Geology
California State University, Northridge
Current: Geology
Career Goal: PhD—Research

Roxanne Sanchez
B.S., Chemistry
California State University, Channel Islands
Current: Chemistry
Career Goal: PhD—Research

Melanie Sanders
B.S., Mathematics
California State University, Sacramento
Current: Mathematics
Career Goal: PhD—Research

Kate Marsaglia
BS, Mathematics
California State University, Northridge
Current: Mathematics
Career Goal: PhD—Research

Ana Christina Cadavid
BS, Mathematics
Pepperdine University, Culver City
Current: Mathematics
Career Goal: PhD—Research

Karla Pelletier
BS, Mathematics
California State University, Northridge
Current: Mathematics
Career Goal: PhD—Research

Founded in 1958, California State University, Northridge is a vibrant, diverse university community, located on 356-acres in the heart of Los Angeles’ San Fernando Valley. CSUN, which is among the nation’s largest single-campus universities, encourages students to combine academic pursuits with hands-on experience. It also serves as the intellectual, economic and cultural heart of the Valley and beyond. Alumni include past state Teachers of the Year, Grammy Award winners, public officials including a current state governor, nationally-known newscasters, and a space shuttle astronaut. Their success reflects the hard work of Cal State Northridge’s students and the commitment of faculty and staff to helping students fulfill their goals.